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TECHNICAL BRIEF

SIZING OF DEFLECTION MANDRELS FOR AWWA C905 PIPE
AWWA C905 pipes are not often used for gravity-sewer applications, since ASTM sewer pipes are commonly designed and
installed at burial depths of more than 50 feet. However, when AWWA pipe is used in these installations, the question is how
to size the “go/no-go” deflection mandrels that are used for testing non-pressure pipelines.
The procedure for sizing of deflection-test mandrels is found in appendices in ASTM PVC sewer pipe standards D3034 and
F679. First, a “base inside diameter” (IDbase) is calculated by subtracting a statistical tolerance package from the pipe’s average
ID (IDavg). The result is multiplied by (100% – allowable deflection %). The procedure is best shown through a design example:

DESIGN EXAMPLE: 18-INCH CIOD DR18 AWWA C905 PIPE
Given (per AWWA C905):
Average outside diameter (ODavg) = 19.500 inches
Minimum wall thickness (tmin) = 1.083 inches
OD tolerance = 0.020 inch
Procedure (from ASTM D3034 and F679 standards):
IDavg = ODavg – 2(1.06 x tmin) = 19.500 – 2(1.06 x 1.083) = 17.20 inches
Tolerance package = √ (A2 + 2B2 + C2 )
Defelection Mandrel
A = OD tolerance = .020 inch
B = excess wall thickness tolerance = 0.06tmin = 0.06 x 1.083 = 0.065 inch
C = out-of-roundness tolerance = .614 inch (interpolated from Table X2.1 in the F679 standard)
Tolerance package = √(0.020)2 + (2)(0.065)2 + (0.614)2 = 0.62 inch
IDbase = IDavg – tolerance package = 17.20 – 0.62 = 16.58 inches
Maximum allowable deflection is 7 ½%, so the mandrel size is IDbase x (1 - .075)
Mandrel size = 16.58 x .925 = 15.34 inches
Note: AWWA standards do not include mandrel information because gravity pipe is outside AWWA’s scope. Values for out-of-roundness tolerance are
therefore taken from the ASTM standards. For the tables below, out-of-roundness values are interpolated from ASTM sewer-pipe standards.
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